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Communicate and Relate
Effectively in the Clinic

A little bit about us:

Part 1: Influence of
personality and style
Jennifer Martin, PT, DPT, GCS
Christina Criminger, PT, PhD, GCS
Winston-Salem State University
Winston-Salem, NC

Learning Objectives:

Course Description:

Upon completion of this course, attendees will:
• Be able to identify their personality preference and style as described by the
True Color Assessment.
• Recognize of the influence of personality and style in a clinical setting.
• Be able to apply concepts of personality preference to interpersonal
relationships.

• This course introduces clinicians to personality preferences using the
True Color Assessment. Emphasis will be on understanding the
influence of personality on interactions with patients, colleagues and
others effectively. Literature supports having a high awareness of
emotional intelligence and effective communication style is a key
asset to leadership and professional development. This course will
provide an interactive environment where participants will have the
opportunity to better identify their own personality style, and
understanding of how personality motivates behavior in the clinic.

What is personality?

Framework: Building Emotional Intelligence

• The combination of characteristics or qualities that form an
individual's distinctive character
• Refers to individual differences in characteristic patterns of thinking,
feeling and behaving (APA)

• Being aware that emotions can
drive our behavior and impact
people (positively and
negatively)
• Learning how to manage those
emotions – both our own and
others – especially when we are
under pressure

• Understanding individual difference and characteristics
• Understanding how various parts of a person come together as a whole
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Its imperative for YOU to understand your
preferences before you can improve your ability to
function in more than one way and improve your
communication skills with other personality
types!
 Myers Briggs Inventory
 16 personality types
 4-letter combinations of I/E + S/N + T/F + J/P
 Temperaments (David Keirsey)
 4 essential personalities based on MBTI
 Guardians (SJ), Artisans (SP), Rationals (NT), Idealists (NF)
 True Colors Profile
 Gold (Guardian), Orange (Artisan), Blue (Idealist), Green (Rationalist)
 Developed from Keirsey's 4 Temperaments

Aspects of Personality Typing
• Where to you get your energy? How do you recharge? How do you
interact with the world around you?
• How do you see the world? What sort of information do you prefer
or need? What things do you pay attention to the easiest?
• How do you make decision? What sort of information or framework
guides your decisions or opinions?
• How do you organize yourself and your workflow? What’s your
process when it comes to deciding or getting things done?

As an extravert I
am more likely to:

Project my energy, feelings and
thoughts outward
Process my thoughts and feelings
with others
Be easily distracted
Enjoy lots of activities
Respond quickly to questions and
comments
Share personal information
Develop thoughts and ideas
through discussion
Do-think-do

Retain my energy, feelings and
thoughts inward
Process my thoughts and feelings
inside first
Concentrate well
Enjoy quiet time
Need time to think or feel before
responding
Develop ideas through reflection
Think-do-think

Benefits of Colors Personality Inventory
• Provides common language – based off MBTI,
easier to understand
• It has implication for relationships and
deeper understandings of where people are
coming from. It show YOU CAN BOTH BE
CORRECT.
• You can start to look at a person in a different
light
• Allows teams to work better together and
have positive interactions

• Process information – better decision making
in relationships
• Enhanced communication skills
• Form successful relationships
• Reduce stress b/c of increased understanding
of self and others
• Easy to understand/assimilate the info and
apply it to current relationships (4 colors
instead of 16 MBTI types)
• Plus, its fun to do!

• Explore dynamics with students; create
better relationships

Introvert or Extravert?
If you don’t know what an extravert thinks,
you haven’t been listening.
If you don’t know what an introvert thinks,
you haven’t asked.

Have you ever had that friend/colleague/students who…
• Asks why all the time?
• Needs to know the schedule and exactly what they will be doing
for the week?
• Never seemed to be able to be serious?
• Takes everything so personally?

As an introvert I
am more likely to:
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Interpreting your True Colors
What are all
these colors
we keep
talking
about?

• First color:
• You most brightest, most dominate personality trait; you operate in this color
• Most likely the attributes you demonstrate as your natural self (happens
automatically, like eating with dominant hand)

“You never really understand a person
until you consider things from his point
of view.”
Harper Lee
To Kill a Mockingbird

Interpreting your True Colors
• Third color
• May or may not recognize some of these characteristics within your
personality style

• Fourth color
• Significant because these characteristics are the least natural to you
• You admire them in others; or they may cause the most irritation or conflict
you have with others
• Is the least natural for you, and chances are, the least understood and
appreciated

Percentage of Population by Color Type

• Second color:
• Very significant and can have a major influence over 1st
• May shine just as brightly as your first color

Which one sounds like you?
1. “I am someone who is guided by my passions and beliefs, has
a sixth sense about people, and works to ensure harmony in
the workplace.”
2. “I am someone who is an agent of change, a person with a
vision who values logical argument, competence, and
independence.”
3. “I am someone who is practical, dependable, follows rules,
policies and procedures, and is efficient at completing tasks.”
4. “I am someone who is decisive, quick to take action, self
confident, and is flexible and fun.”

Blue
“People Who
Need People”

Green
10-13%
Gold
33-50%

Orange
12-33%

Blue
12-25%
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Gold
“The Organizer”

Green
“The Logical One”

Orange
“Action-Oriented”

Blue Under
Stress

Blues will
frustrate others
by:

Blues are
On a Bad Day, Blues
frustrated by:
will:

Lack of planning

Lying,
insincerity

Fantasize and day
dream

Avoiding conflict
and suppressing
problems

Personal
rejection

Lie to save face

Passive

Violence

Do anything to get
attention/ withdraw
so others will feel
sorry for you

Curious Green

True Blue

Esteemed for Being
dependable

Solid Gold

Discovering new
insights

Being a good
listener

Being fun and
taking risks

Stressed by

Lack of order

Feeling
inadequate

Feeling artificial

Restrictions

On the job

Organizer

Pragmatist

Peacemaker

Energizer

Primary
needs

To provide
stability and
order; be in
control

To be competent
and rational

To be authentic;
care for others

To be free and
spontaneous

Longs for

Security

Insights and
knowledge

Love and
acceptance

Freedom

Trust

Authority and
tradition

Facts and logic

Intuition and
feelings

Impulses

Green Under
Stress

Greens will
frustrate others
by:

Action Orange

Greens are
frustrated by:

On a Bad Day,
Greens will:

Not being sociable

Small talk

Become overly
indecisive

Living in the future

Plagiarism

Refuse to
cooperate with
others/ become
more aloof

Wordy

Routine

Use sarcasm to
put others down

Blowing up with
criticized

Illogical
arguments

Demand
unreasonable
perfection

Too generous

Lack of
communication

Become
depressed/passive
resistance

Overly
sentimental

Lack of close
friends

Yell and scream

Not going with the
flow

Social
functions

Become highly
critical of self and
others

Sarcasms

Fish for compliments

Being too
independent

Incompetence

Give cold
shoulder to
others
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Gold Under
Stress

Golds frustrate
Golds are
others by:
frustrated by:

On a Bad Day, Golds
will:

Control
Being
freak/being bossy irresponsible

Complain, wallow in self
pity

Working long
hours

Experience a great deal
of stress, worry

Lack of planning

Being obsessive

Lack of discipline Be unforgiving/judge
others maliciously

Being judgmental

Laziness

Become overly
authoritarian

Having to plan
everything

Risk
taking/illegal
behavior

Experience
psychosomatic problems

But there's SO much more!!
See you in Part 2!

Orange
Under Stress

Oranges will
frustrate
others by:

Oranges are
frustrated by:

On a Bad Day,
Oranges will:

Ignoring rules

Rules/laws

Become rude

Lack of
planning/ being
undisciplined

Same routine

Break rules for spite

Quick tempered

Deadlines

Lie/cheat to control
the situation

Thinking out
loud

Lack of
adventure

Use drugs/alcohol

Impulse buying

Too much
structure

Run away/quit/drop
out

Sarcastic

Paperwork

Become verbally
abusive
Make bad,
spontaneous decisions

Communicate and Relate Effectively in
the Clinic
Part 2: Strategies for Building
Relationships and Negotiating Conflict
Jennifer Martin, PT, DPT, GCS
Christina Criminger, PT, PhD, GCS
Winston-Salem State University
Winston-Salem, NC

Learning Objectives:
Upon completion of this course, attendees will be able to:
• Identify strategies for building relationships and navigating conflict
management.
• Identify their personal communication, listening and conflict management
styles.
• Apply the approaches to interpersonal communication as it relates to conflict
management styles in the clinic.

Course Description:
Conflict is inevitable, especially in healthcare settings. Conflict arises
whenever people want or need different things from the same situation,
and without the skills to listen empathetically and ask for what we
want/need without emotion, small conflicts can grow into large problems
that are difficult to solve. Participants in Part 2 of this course will apply
concepts of personality and communication styles presented in Part 1,
explore conflict management styles, and discuss pros and cons of
different styles in clinic scenarios. Participants will practice
communication strategies to promote better interpersonal
communication, manage conflict, and negotiate effectively to get what
you want and need.
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Green – “Why?” “What makes the most sense?”

In a nutshell…

Gold – “Be Prepared” “What is the most practical thing?”
Blue – “How does that make you feel?” “What’s most important
to me?”
Orange – “Just do it” “What is the most stimulating or exciting
thing?”

Communication Basics
Modes of Communication

1.
2.
3.
4.

Interpersonal
Nonverbal
Oral
Written
One minute discussion:

Modes of Listening:

1. Informational Listening (Listening to
Learn)
2. Critical Listening
(Listening to Evaluate and Analyze)
3. Therapeutic or Empathetic Listening
(Listening to Understand Feeling and
Emotion)

Tell your partner what your preferred style of
communication in the workplace is.

Communicating with Blues:

Praise Blues for:

Communicating with
Greens:

Praise Greens for:
Competence and Quality of
work

Clearly outline expectations for
performance in frank but friendly
way

Unique contributions

Give clear expectations and project
outcomes with the latitude to
figure out how to accomplish them

Recognize contributions often

Personal achievements

Language capabilities

Use ‘feeling’ terms:
“I value your uniqueness and your
contribution. You are important to
me as a person and I care about
how you feel.”

Personal characteristics
that are valued and
meaningful

Provide sincere recognition only
when warranted. Greens do not
appreciate ‘hoopla’
Assign tasks requiring designing
new models or thinking up new
approaches

Independent initiative and
ingenuity

Provide personal contact through
pats on the back or a light touch of
approval.

Honesty and sincerity

Compliments relating to
intelligence are the greatest source
of esteem

Analysis attributes

Energetic and enthusiastic
manner

Reinforce through the
contributions their knowledge
provides for completing projects

Clear, logical explanations
in precise terms

Recognize their creativity and the
depth of feeling they put into their
work.

Contributions to the
performance of the group
and the organization

Good ideas and capabilities

What Color is Your Listening Style?

Communicating with Golds:

Praise Golds for:

Give clearly established
expectations for short- and longterm goals, and plans for achieving
them. Give specific measures for
their performance and
achievement.

Accomplishments

Tangible rewards have the greatest
appeal

Thoroughness and
sense of responsibility

Provide clear, specific feedback
Provide a “pat on the
regarding work accomplished and
back” regularly and
it’s contribution to the organization consistently
Traditions, rituals, and ceremonies
are meaningful. When preplanned, then provide incentives
for performance

Contributions to the
growth and
development of the
organization and it’s
performance traditions

Hierarchical structure and clearly
defined roles aid their performance

Communicating with Oranges:

Praise Oranges for:

Short-term outcomes are most
effective

Cleverness

Focus on behavior and performance
more than finished products

Skill

Reward by freeing them to act on
their own initiative

Quickness

Tangible rewards and competitive
situations create stronger incentives

Spontaneity

Set high expectations, which
challenge their skills chasing then, to
know they have really earned the
recognition received

Versatility

Clearly identify the impact their
performance has on the organization

Quick and timely
responses
Creativity and
Motivation skills

Listening to Understand

• Blue: Listens with all senses; reads body language; what’s the meaning
behind the message?
• Green: Mentally trying to solve problems; what’s the purpose of the
message; avoid extreme emotional subjects and repetition
• Orange: Listens to understand your agenda; what do you want or need
from them; be entertaining, impactful, relevant, useful
• Gold: Need to understand what’s expected of them; be accurate and
specific; stay on topic, be organized;
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Application to Patient Interactions:

Application to colleague Interactions:

• Don’t expect them to know what type they are
• Meet them where they are
• Identifying their preferred “color” will help you:

• Identifying their preferred “color” will help you:
•
•
•
•

• Demonstrate genuine empathy
• Improve rapport
• Better outcomes

Set realistic expectations
Improve communication with them specifically
Understand their point of view and in turn their reactions to a situation
Reduce frustration, miscommunication

Complimentary Colors
Gold & Blue:
Rules vs. Exceptions
Systems vs People
Transactional vs. Relational

What is conflict?

Conflicting Colors
Green & Orange:
Measured vs. Impulsive
Rational vs. Instinctive
Mental vs. Physical

Blue vs. Green
Feelings vs. Thoughts
Emotions vs. Reason
Heart vs. Head
Impact vs. Analysis
People vs. System

Gold vs. Orange
Decisions vs. Options
Rules vs. Freedom
Predictable vs. Spontaneous
Work before play vs. Work is Playful

What is it not?!

• Incompatible or at variance;
clash.
• A difference of ideas or opinions
• Can be either a positive or
negative process for a team.
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Conflict Styles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Summary: Color Under Stress
Blue – compliance; reactive; emotional; not firm with others

Competing
Accommodating
Avoiding
Collaborating
Compromising

Green – uncompromising; perfectionistic; caught up in ideas
Gold – conformity; guardedness; rigidity; pessimistic/ neg.
Orange – domineering; confrontational; loud tone; pushy

http://www.kilmanndiagnostics.com/overview-thomas-kilmannconflict-mode-instrument-tki

Thomas Kilman Conflict Styles

Step 1:
Managing
Conflict

Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Reflecting on Preference and Style
Notice all the different ways you interpret and label other people’s actions or what
you hear them say.
Before you make assumptions about what’s going on, think to yourself…
“I notice (a behavior, a habit, a factual observation). What’s that about?”

By stating the facts without interpretation or labeling you accomplish two things:
• You eliminate any judgments or anxiety you might be feeling and
• You’ve made the other person aware of a behavior they may not be conscious of.
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How you may see others… and how others may see you:

Gold

Green

Blue

Orange

Rigid

Intellectual snob

Stuck in/lives in the past

Irresponsible, indecisive

Dull, boring

Heartless, aloof

Overly emotional

Goofs off too much

Opinionated

Ruthless, unfeeling

Bleeding heart

Manipulative

Unimaginative

Unrealistic

Mushy

Not to be trusted

Bossy

Emotionally controlled,
cool or cold

Hopelessly naïve

Not able to stay on task

Predictable

Afraid to open up

Too tenderhearted

Resists closure or making
decisions

Controlling

Critical, fault-finding

Easily duped

Obnoxious

Stubborn

Unfair

Smothering

Flaky

System bound

Unappreciative of others

Too touchy-feely/soft

Disobeys rules

Judgmental

Arrogant

Pushover

Scattered

Uptight

Doesn’t care about
people, lacks mercy

Talks too much

Cluttered

Autocratic

Eccentric, weird

Too trusting, groveling

Uncontrollable, not a team
player

Take Ownership of Feelings and Needs
• “I feel X (insert emotion) because I need or want Y (insert need).”
• “When X happens, I feel Y because I’m wanting Z.”

Avoiding Pitfalls to Feeling Statements
• I feel that you don’t care. → I feel frustrated when you don’t listen to me.
• I feel as if I’m being judged → I feel nervous when you stare at me without
talking.
• I feel misunderstood at our group meetings → I feel helpless when no one
asks my opinion.
• I’m a failure at romance. → I feel discouraged in my relationships.

Solution:
• Positive (I want X) rather than negative (I don’t want Y).
• Specific, observable behavior
• Request, not demand (would you be willing to…)

• When responding to others, remember that there is a feeling and a
need behind judgments, labels, or evaluative comments.
•
•
•
•

“I would really like to sit down with you and discuss our patients
discharge plan, but I can see you’re really busy now. Would it work
for you to pick up a 30 minute slot in the next 2 days to discuss
further recommendations for the family?”

Self-blame, defensiveness
Counterattack
Consider the other’s emotions and needs
Examine your own emotions and needs.

Use it &
improve it

Specificity
matters

Why is
conflict and
communicati
Set the expectation that this is complex and should not
on so hard?!
feel easy!
BUT….

Intensity
matters

Autonomous Stage
“Do it!”
Repetition
matters

Salience
matters

Associative Stage
“How to do it”
Cognitive Stage
“What to do”

Kleim JA and Jones TA.
Principles of experiencedependent neural
plasticity: implications
for rehabilitation after
brain damage. Jour
Speech Lang Hear Res.
2008; 51: S225-S239.
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Don’t forget to clean up when you make a mess!

Thank you all for your participation!
We wish you the best implementing this into your
daily clinic routine!
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